NOTICE

The Top Class Education for SC Students Scholarship for the Financial Year 2018-19 is already started in the NSP Portal. The last date to apply online through National Scholarship Scholarship Portal is 15th December, 2018. All the eligible students are advised to apply online through NSP and deposit the hard copy of the scholarship application along with photocopy of below mentioned documents :-

1. Aadhar card
2. Income certificate
3. Copy of bank passbook (first page)
4. Passport size photograph
5. Previous year DMC/Result (as per the ministry guidelines students need to clear his previous year)
6. Caste Certificate
7. Proof of fee paid (both institute and hostel)
8. Undertaking by student that he is not getting the scholarship from any other source.
9. Student applying online and claiming for the Laptop Charge are advised to attach the original copy of the bill of the laptop (only those students who are applying for the first time or those who did not get the laptop charge in previous year scholarship amount will only be eligible for the laptop charge).
10. Any other document as specified in the scholarship conditions

Note:- Those students who have applied online have to submit the hard copy of the form with above mentioned documents in the Academic Branch for verification at the earliest. For any query students are advised to visit the scholarship section (Academic Branch). The student undertaking is given at page No. 03 simultaneously.

Associate Dean (Academic-UG)

Cc to:-
1. Dean (Academic) for kind information please.
2. Registrar for kind information please.
3. HODs with a request to display the notice on Departmental Notice Board.
4. Chief Warden/Wardens to display the notice on the Hostel Notice Boards.
5. Head, Computer Centre with a request to post the notice on institute website.
6. Notice Board of Academic Section
UNDERTAKING

I ______________________________________ S/D/o ____________________________________

Roll No ____________ student of B Tech _____ Year (___ sem) in the department of _________________________________ have applied for the Top Class Education for SC Students Scholarship for the Financial Year 2018-19. I hereby declare that:

1. My Total family income for the year 2018 does not exceed Rs ________.

2. I fulfill the minimum eligibility requirements for the above said scholarship scheme.

3. I am not getting the benefit of the any other scholarship scheme other than Top Class Education for SC Students Scholarship

Deponent (Student)

Verification:--

Verified that the contents of my above said affidavit are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed or misrepresented therein. In case the above facts are found in correct at any stage my candidature against the scholarship shall stand cancelled and the Institute can take any disciplinary action against me.

Date: _______________ Deponent (Student)

Place: _______________